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1 - pointless story bad thing happen to sonic

                                        pointless story
dash:so sonic strom said we can do any thing
mina:yeah
sonic:ok *thinking*i got nothing *lay down on has bed*
cassy:we got to do something
sonic:maybe they can read about me going to sleep
cassy:yeah everyone will come to that
sonic:it more then what you do in these storys
dash:well it ture
cassy:why i never
sonic:yea never have sex*laugh*
dash:*fall off sonic bed laughing*
cassy:*pull out her sell phone*
sonic:who are you calling
cassy:blaze
sonic:your play with me right
cassy:hey blaze
sonic:oh crap dash hide me
dash:i am not geting in this
sonic:and you call your self my best friend
mina:why don't you run away
sonic:because she is going to be right there
mina:you can try it right
sonic:yea
mina:then go
sonic:*run out side then run to a tree and the tree bend over and sonic goes flying into a a ari plane and
fall off right in front of blaze house*
blaze:*walk outside*sonic you just could not wait
sonic:i say yes but my luck say no
blaze:luck all way said no to you
sonic:yea your right
(10 min)
mina:i gusst sonic got away
sonic:*is kick into the door tie up*
mina:or not
blaze:hey guys
sonic:i told you i can not get away
dash:he was right
sonic:and blaze why to you have this rope
blaze:because i want too
dash:can i untie him blaze
blaze:go a head



dash:ok
mina:hey blaze we trying to think of some thing to do for the story
blaze:sorry i got nothing for you
dash:maybe we should walk around the city
cassy:good idea dash
                        to be cont



2 - a pointless story sonic and cassy fight and peach flys

                                        a pointless story
(in the city)
sonic:dash why did you say the city
dash:and why not the city
sonic:because we do not know where to go
mina:well maybe we can found something
cassy:why don't we go to the mall
sonic:because you want to go shoping
cassy:so
sonic:noone want to see you shop
cassy:and no one want to see you sleep
blaze:will you two shut up
dash:why
blaze:don't make me slap you dash
dash:ok
blaze:now buy what i am hear i am on sonic side
(everyone look at blaze)
blaze:i know this is the first time and maybe the last but sonic right no one is going to want to see you
shop ok
cassy:and you said you do not like sonic
blaze:i don't but he making a good point
sonic:but this story is called a pointless story the sonic way
mina:and there is a pointless story the mario way
dash:*look in the sky*is that way peach is fly in the air
sonic:i think so
mina:wow she way up there
blaze:it call super mario right
dash:yes
blaze:then fly is peach doing the fly
dash:because all girls who were pink fly
blaze:oh i hope that only goes for the mushroom kingdom
cassy:maybe we should get to are story
sonic:why it about to end
cassy:when
                                to be cont
cassy:oh right now
sonic:hey no talking after the cont



3 - a pointless story mina and cassy have a fight

                                a pointless story
cassy:now can we get to the story
sonic:yes
cassy:ok so let go shoping
blaze:we told you no
mina:wait maybe you we should go
sonic:you hear her let go shoping*walk to the mall*
cassy:oh he want to go because you want to go
mina:yea he so good to me too bad you do not have a boyfriend
cassy:shut up mongoose
mina:hey all i said was he so good to me
cassy:now how come he does not act good to other girls
mina:he act good to blaze is that right blaze
blaze:*sit on top of sonic*yea he let me tie him up all day and this time he came to my door
mina:see
cassy:that just to day what about when he make her mad
blaze:yeah just keep on thinking that
sonic:i hate my life
dash:hey your just acting mad at sonic because you are trying to hide what you think about mina
mina:what does she think about me
dash:your are a hoe
mina:you son of a bicth
(mina and cassy get in to a cat fight)
blaze:dash did she really call mina a hoe are did you make that up
dash:i made it up i want to see a fight
blaze:*get up off of sonic and pull mina and cassy away from each other*you know dash made that up to
see you fight
mina:he did
blaze:he just say it now go get him
dash:*jump over sonic*and run away
mina and cassy:*step on sonic and run after dash*
sonic:*put his hand on his head*
blaze:sonic what wrong
sonic:my head hurts and my arm, leg hurt
blaze:for really
sonic:*roll over* are there rock in my back
blaze:no but you got about 14 cut on your back
sonic:*roll over and try to get up*owww
blaze:*help him up*do you really think it a good idea to get up
sonic:no but i have *sonic leg bone make a sound*well there goes my leg
blaze:you really do have the bad of luck
sonic: i know



                        to be cont



4 - a pointless story sonic hate hobos

                                a pointless story
blaze:are you sure your ok
sonic:yea this happen everyweek
blaze:everyweek you do have a bad life
dash:hey guys
sonic:wow your ok
dash:well i am missing some teeth
blaze:no that all your teeth
dash:and i do not have a tail anymore
mina:hey sonic
sonic:mina you know you could have done better
dash:what
mina:what do you mean
sonic:i mean you could have got him in the eyes are something
cassy:*punch dash in the eye*
sonic:there we go and you could have jump over me then run over
mina and cassy:sorry
sonic:it ok
blaze:so what else are we going to do
sonic:something
dash:*see a hobo*hey look there the owner of that box
sonic:i hate hobo they need to get off there lazy @$$ and get a job *run to the hobo* hey you need to
get off your lazy @$$ and get a job
blaze:*drag sonic back*
sonic:you win this time hobe but the war not over just you wait tell all your hobo friends that i coming for
them tell them tell them
dash:i should have say nothing
blaze:mina can you cool down you boyfriend
mina:*hug sonic*hobo i mean poor people are just people who did not do nothing in school and should
have got a near for a best friend
dash:ture that
blaze:so sad but so ture
cassy:is this the end
sonic:yea it is
                                to be cont



5 - a pointless story oh no

                                a pointless story
(in the mall)
cassy:yeah were here
sonic:it took us 4 chapter to get here
dash:i do not know why but i know soming bed going to happen
sonic:come on nothing bad can happen know
mina:well think about what has been happing to you
sonic:yeah your right
mina:i'm always right
cassy:well she not lieing
blaze:i am not one who is all way right
mina:yea right
cassy:this is the way me and mina got into a fight
sonic:*reading a news paper*hey come read this
dash:the wrong
sonic:it say the mushroom kingdom pipe to are land is coming a part
cassy:so
sonic:it say the pipe get both of the land together and it said that the two land move together but if the
pipe come apart it a 100% the lands will move away from each other and they will not come together for
about 3 years
mina:so we will not see luigi daisy peach and mario for 3 years
dash:that what it seem like
mina:that a long time to wait
cassy:that mess up for and that only for about 3 years it could be 4 or 6 or 10 years
sonic:it say it should happen about in 13 days
dash:13 day that a lot of time
blaze:you know this is news from 13 day ago
sonic:oh ****
blaze:can he say that
mina:sonic the main character he can say anything he wants
sonic:i can **** **** **** ****
blaze:ok stop sonic
sonic:so what should we do
mina:maybe go see them and tell them
sonic:ohh yea
                        to be cont on one of my next story
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